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NBRAN does some amazing things for our dogs. Recently,
we took in little Shiloh, an 8 month old puppy with a
broken femur. We agreed to take him, knowing his
medical care would be expensive. We took him to the
University of Georgia Veterinarian School because we
knew he would get great care there. The doctors wanted
to repair the break keeping in mind that they did not want to impact his growth
plates. The veterinarians were successful in helping Shiloh, and now this sweet little pup has
a long road to recovery. He has a great foster who will help him heal and go through rehab
for his broken leg. We did a fund raising campaign for Shiloh and in about 24 hours
our supporters raised almost all the money we would need to pay for Shiloh's surgery.
Our volunteers ROCK!
Our Secretary Dave Voeltz had a friend in his town who was a Brittany lover. This friend
developed cancer and Dave assured him we would take in his two Brittany's and find them
a great home. Dave's friend passed away, and Dave now has both the pups, Molly and
Dakota. Once Dave gets a handle on their personalities, we will be looking for a home for
both dogs. They have been together their entire lives, and given the loss of their dad, we do
not want to stress them further by separating them. We are sure the right
home for these sweet pups can be found.
These are two recent events where NBRAN stepped up and
helped dogs and people. I tell the board and coordinators all the
time that we are in a people business as much as a dog business.
I believe that with all my heart. These three special dogs will
have good lives thanks to the volunteers and supporters of
NBRAN. Thank you to everyone who fosters, transports, pulls
from shelters, and donates time and money. We could not do the
important work we do without EVERYONE'S help. Everyone who
contributes time or money to NBRAN plays an important role in
the organization. Thank you from the bottom of my heart.
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Pilots N Paws to the Rescue!
We received an email from a desperate widow, Christine, who
had lost her husband and was forced to move from the family
home into an RV. The husband had a sweet, beautiful service
dog named, Brandi, who was eight years old and was not doing
well living with mom in an RV. Brandi’s mom knew she would
be moving into an apartment and knew that Brandi would be
miserable there, too. Christine made the difficult decision to turn
Brandi over to National Brittany Rescue & Adoption Network so
that NBRAN could place Brandi with a new family in a house
with a large yard – and give Brandi the Brittany life she was
used to having before her daddy passed away. The NBRAN
team moved as quickly as possible to try to secure transport for
Brandi from Redding to Mission Viejo where a foster family was
available to take Brandi.
As most pilots know, that is usually a two-leg mission AND it was just before
Thanksgiving weekend. Pilot Ryan Salahi had responded to a post regarding two
chows that needed to get to northern California. The NBRAN team reached to
Dr. Salahi and asked if on his return from the Chow mission, he would be willing
to bring Brandi back to his home airport in San Diego.
Dr. Salahi said he would, the foster family agreed to meet him in San Diego and all plans were in
place…then horrible weather hit Bend, Oregon where Dr. Salahi had flown in to for the holiday and it
looked as though Brandi was going to have to stay in Redding and Dr. Salahi was going to have to fly a
different route to go south to avoid the bad weather.
Well, thankfully the next morning the skies cleared and Dr. Salahi was
able to fly to Redding, pick up Brandi and deliver her to her waiting foster
family, the McClaves, in San Diego. Dr. Salahi and Brandi landed after
dark and Brandi went home with her new foster family.
The following morning, the McClaves reached out to the NBRAN team to
say that they wanted to adopt Brandi and make her a permanent family
member. The McClaves adopted Brandi and now she gets to spend the
rest of her life with an
amazing, loving family in a
huge house with a fabulous,
large yard full of all manner of
critters to chase – which Brittanys simply love to do.
All of this because of the amazing work that Pilots N Paws
pilots do for rescues throughout the country. Dr. Salahi flew
Brandi thanksgiving weekend when transporting animals is
virtually impossible – especially such an incredible distance
and now Brandi gets to live happily ever after.
Thank you Dr. Salahi and Pilots N Paws for all you do!!!
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Rags to Riches
By Kathy Miller
I adopted Ellie from NBRAN in December of 2018 after she had been in
foster care since January of 2018. She is my second NBRAN dog I have adopted. When Ellie joined
NBRAN her name was Missy 1.
I received a phone call and email about her the night of the National Championship game between the
University of Georgia and the University of Alabama that was being played in downtown Atlanta on
January 8th. The gentleman said “I want you to come get this dog right now!” I explained to him it
would be the morning before I could come, but that I would. When I arrived at his home in central GA,
west of Macon his wife met me and pulled her from a metal box in the back of a pick up truck.
She was terrified. While I was getting information about her, the wife
offered a second female Brittany as well. Her name as it turns out
was Missy also. So I left with Missy 1 and Missy 2. Both were
terrified to say the least. I took them to my vet and that is where
they began their journey to forever safe and forever loved!
Missy 2 found her home in Charlotte, NC and is living happily ever
after. My Missy as it turns out was heartworm positive and needed
to be spayed. She was going to be with NBRAN for a while as it
turned out. She was also going to be adopted by a Vet Tech at my
veterinarian’s office and her boys had decided to rename her Ellie. I
was a little tearful over the name because my first Brittany had been
Duchess Ellie who I had lost two years prior. Fast forward, because
Ellie had some GI upset that was concerning an abdominal X-Ray
was done and when the vet tech saw how bad her hips were (Hip
Dysplasia) she backed out of the potential adoption.
So now Ellie was available for adoption again. NBRAN was already in
the process of treating her heartworm so she wasn’t going to go to a
forever home anytime soon anyway. Once she began the Prednisone
treatment that goes along with the heartworm medication my foster decided she needed a break and
Ellie came to my house to finish out her treatment. I was driving her to the vet school at the
University of Georgia for her heartworm injections so it was easy for her to be at my house.
For the first time, my boys, Jasper and Reilly found a dog they liked and welcomed into our house.
She must have reminded them of Duchess! She decided that she was going to be my dog before I
decided I was going to give her my whole heart. I was still grieving for Duchess and I wasn’t sure my
husband was on board with going back to having three dogs. Ellie though, was already at home and
was my shadow. She would only listen to me and only go out with me. I knew she was completely
accepted by my boys when we were driving in the car and Reilly let her use his arthritic hip for a
pillow!
She was/is still a project though. She needed to be housebroken,
spayed, crate trained and still needs work on Obedience training. She
will still chew anything soft she can get her mouth on, and I have to
watch her constantly. In addition to her Hip Dysplasia, her elbows on her
front legs didn’t ossify so she is bow legged, her right rear knee cap is
chronically dislocated and she has an under bite. She tested negative for
heartworms in October and we were thrilled.
It has been a long journey. I formally adopted her on December 24, 2018
because Duchess was our Christmas puppy on December 23, 2001. It
only felt right that Ellie should be the next Christmas puppy at our house
and that was the perfect day to do it with the whole family at home.
We all feel like she is the dog that Duchess Ellie sent to me from over the
Rainbow Bridge because she reminds all of us so much of her with her big
dog bark that Duchess had. She is also a petite little girl at 31 pounds
like my Duchess was and maybe that is why my boys love her so much.
Also, just like Duchess she sleeps with me every night as well!
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Manny and Missy Update
(Note: Lynne adopted Manny a couple of years ago from NBRAN and then adopted Missy from NBRAN this past summer when
Manny’s companion crossed the Bridge. She shared an update on how they are doing)

Things are really going well! Missy is a sweet girl who tries so hard to please. She loves attention and
especially getting belly rubs. When you stop petting her, she’ll take her paw and pulls your hand over to
her again. She loves to snuggle on the couch and sleep on my bed with me. It’s taken a while to get the
potty training under control, but I think we’re pretty good for the most part. Missy will occasionally pace
around in the kitchen by the door, which is how she lets me know if she has to go out. She can go for
longer stretches during the day without having to go outside — I was stopping home every day at some
point but wasn’t able to one day, and when I got home at 4:00 there were no surprises!
Missy did really well during the holidays. She left the tree and presents alone for the most part. I set my
tree up in front of my living room window, and it was in her way for her squirrel watching during the day!
She knocked off a few ornaments but only because she was trying to get closer to the squirrels outside and
the tree was in the way! I had my grandkids here for four days, visitors in and out, and Missy did just
fine with all of the excitement.
We’ve also had better visits to the dog park. Missy loves going to any of the dog parks we visit. She is so
interested in any little puppy that might be there, and totally stands up for herself if any dog gets a little
too personal. For the most part, she likes to run and sniff the fence line. She now sticks pretty close to
either Manny or me, and if she does wander off a bit, I’ll call her name once and she immediately runs back
to me. She really is a good girl!
The one weird thing about Missy is her fear of my dad. He’s 84 years old, weighs about 100 pounds now, is
soft-spoken, arthritic, and he walks slowly and with a cane. Missy just shivers and hides when she sees him.
She won’t even take a treat from him! He feels pretty bad about it and tries all the time to make friends
with her. We wonder if he reminds Missy of someone who wasn’t very nice to her in her previous life.
Perhaps it’s the cane or the way he walks.
Missy is still an occasional chewer. She ate the handle on my work laptop case one evening when I left the
pups alone for an hour. About 18 inches of webbing and a metal ring! I learned how to give a dog hydrogen
peroxide that night to induce vomiting! Then I had to pick through the vomit to make sure the metal ring
was out too! Oh, the things we do for our dogs! She’s also eaten two pairs of mittens and a hat. I think it’s
all things that smell the most like me, and it seems like she chews if I leave for a bit in the evening. I think
she’s adjusted to sleeping during the day when I’m at work, but for me to leave again in the evening is too
much for her. So, I now keep my house quite tidy, my mom has been able to practice her sewing repair
skills, and Missy and Manny go everywhere with me in the evenings.
And a little Manny update too: He is just the sweetest, most loving, most loyal pup! He cracks me up on a
daily basis, and I love him to pieces! He adjusted easily to Missy, and he did okay with Aspen <an NBRAN
Foster dog> too (after a few days). He loves to be in whatever room his mommy is in, he loves car rides
(doesn’t matter where we’re going), and I swear he’s the hairiest dog I’ve ever owned! Manny is my
absolute love bug!
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Here are a few pics of the pups: Missy “struggling" to relax on the couch, Manny waking up with a bad hair
day, and Missy and Manny snuggling together at Grandma and Grandpa’s house. You can see Manny’s
heart spot in this pic.
Hope the new year is a healthy, happy one for you and your family!
Thanks for checking in on us!
Lynne, Missy and Manny
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Photo Gallery

Mack the Therapy Dog
Mack is a therapy dog who visits elementary schools in Troy, MI. Students
read to him, whether from a book or from a story that they wrote. He has
become quite familiar with his role now, and he loves the environment. When
I pull out his therapy dog scarf to put it on, he starts whimpering because
he knows it's time to "go to work".
He is such a mild mannered Brittany and this job suits him well!
Amal Schmitz

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
To cope with the grief of losing Raven a year ago, we turned to NBRAN and have
fostered four Brittanies since her passing to honor this incredible breed.

Raven
Maizey
Coincidence aside we took in another foster three
weeks ago and decided last week that we had a foster
fail on our hands. Maizey has touched our hearts in the
same manner as Raven and we are happy to have her.
John and Jeri Ruble
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Photo Gallery

We have a Brittany named Stonewall, 8 years old, and while he was bought from a
breeder, we were introduced to Brittany Rescues through becoming familiar with and
loving the breed. We’ve done transports and overnights with y’all over the last few years
and love it. At our wedding last April, we put out a tip jar for the bartender with a sign
asking guests to tip well because we would match their tips to donate to NBRAN. It was so
fun, and our Britt, of course, was a groomsman. Thank you for being a part of our wedding
day! Here are a couple pictures from our day.
Love, Courtney, Will, and Stonewall

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Deb McW shows us that it is possible for a big brittany to fit in a small Bed. Where there is a
will, there is a way!
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Photo Gallery

Ella Mae's refuge at Christmas. She is shown here with her
grandchildren. She had 2 surgeries in the prior 3 weeks but keeps on
loving life at 15-16 years old!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The younger one is Enzo and
the older one is Tobey.
Pauline Gallie
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In Memory at The Rainbow Bridge

Raven
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Meet the Directors
Nancy Walker
This is a continuing series that features one of the NBRAN’s Board Directors.
This article was contributed by Board Member and Transportation Coordinator
Nancy Walker. Nancy joined the Board of Directors for NBRAN in February of
2008 and has been instrumental in rescuing and transporting our beloved dogs
for over a decade.
Hello to all of you Brittany lovers. We want everyone to get to know our board
members and to get a better idea of how NBRAN functions...I am one of those
board members and wanted to tell you what I do in NBRAN. I have three jobs in
NBRAN. One is the job of Transport Coordinator, the second is Co-coordinator of Texas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas and Kansas, and the third is as a member of the Board of Directors.
I would like to tell you a little about our transport system by which we can easily move our Brittanys to
fosters and adopters. Every weekend, the coordinators send requests to us about which dogs need to be
moved. Helen Tostevin is the other transport coordinator, and together we post our transports and start
looking for volunteer drivers. There are many volunteer drivers all over the US and Canada who help us
by driving our dogs. We are extremely grateful to these drivers and are always looking for more people
who want to help. Some of these drivers are Brittany owners and many are just kind people who want to
help us to move dogs. We spend a lot of time every week scheduling everything, finding drivers and then
monitoring the transports when they are happening. We could not get our dogs moved without our
transport system.
My second job is as co-coordinator of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Kansas, even though I live in New
England. My co-coordinator, Melinde Waddle, does live in TX. We share the job. I am the one who is
responsible for pulling the Brittanys from shelters and making arrangements with owners who are
surrendering their Brittanys. Melinde works on adoption applications, works with the fosters and keeps
our records up to date. These are active states, so we must move fast when we find out there is a Brittany
in danger in a shelter. We need to pick up the dog, find a foster and then move the dog to the
foster. As in all states and provinces, we need many volunteers to help us.
My third job as member of the Board of Directors involves helping to make decisions about the running
of the organization. As you can probably guess, this is also a complex job which requires attention to
policies, procedures and issues which may arise. Our board meets regularly by phone conference.
Board members represent various regions of the US and Canada.
As my paid job, I teach Psychology at Cape Cod Community College and work in the Advising Office at the
college. In the rest of my spare time, I enjoy traditional Scottish, Irish and Cape Breton music and
step-dancing. I live on Cape Cod with my two wonderful Brittanys, Maggie and Cooper. I also have
a son and his wife and my three grandchildren who live just down the road from me. When I can get away
from home, I go to my little house in ski country in NH and also to Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. I work on
transports wherever I am, because this important job of transport never ends. If anyone wants to know
more about helping with transport or anything else, please feel free to email or call me
at nwalker@capecod.net or 508-237-0943.
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2018/19 Annual Fund Raising Appeal
A big thanks to all who contributed during our annual campaign. Your contribution is greatly appreciated!!
Contributions received December 1 through March 1, 2019
utor

* Indicates Multiyear Contrib-

Legacy Level
Contributor

In Memory / In Honor of

Contributor

* Debra Anderson
* Dr. James Finn & Dr.
Elizebeth Marston
* Karl Hambacher
Patricia Wadley

* Robert Furbee
* Sandra Sargent, DVM
* Timothy & Polly Grow

In Memory / In Honor of

Les Casselberry & DC AFC
Sgt's Smoky Mtn Moonshine
Carlton & Olivia

Platinum Level
Contributor

In Memory / In Honor of

Contributor

* Best Friends Animal Socie- Mal
ty
Brad Christensen
California Dog Eleanor
Christine Penna
Deborah Macsherry

*

In Memory / In Honor of

John & Priscilla Saia
Katherine & Eric Missimer
Tresa Lau
Albert Lau, NBRAN rescue

Gold Level
Contributor

* Alison Pearse
* Amy Ferguson
Amy Zahra
Andrea Staff
* Anthony Bucciero
* Barbara Howard
* Bonnie Lee Parker
* Brenda Butt
* Brett Brasher
* Carol Knotts
* Carol Nicholas
Carol Smith
Carol Tschirgi
* Carole Schroeder
*
*
*
*
*

Carrie Mueller
Cathy Ravano
Chris Steinfeldt
Christine Keeley
Cindy Willis

* Dana Cupit
David & Cherilyn Frei
* David DeLisi
* Deborah Broockerd

In Memory / In Honor of

Maggie and Gracie
Toby and Boomer Levi

Eastwood
Buddy

For Bob, for his love of his
best buddies.
Psych and Morgan two wonderful rescued Brittanies
Shiloh
Ella
Rose Steinfeldt
Bogie

Jessie, Bud & Bonnie
Teigh & Belle
Sam I Am & all the love he
gave us

Contributor

John McEwan
* Joy Waterman-Zellers
Judith "Jodi" Willis
Karen Delisle
Karen Meacham
Katherine Williams
Lou Ennuso & Kristen Rice
Maria Coombe
Mark Blocksdorf
Melissa Correira
Monica Ballard
* Nancy Horn

In Memory / In Honor of

Our girl Abigail
Abigail
Deb Rodriguez

Ozzie!
Cooper

* Nancy Wulfekotte
Nanette Elliott
* Patricia Amore
Paul Glombick
* Paula Tannahill
* Pennsylvania Brittany Club Les Casselberg
Penny Belyea
Hunter now Harper Lee adopted in NB
* Pharr & Lisa Hume
Sehoy & Freckles
Rachel Staut
Rex McWilliams
* Russelline Rice SteinChris Eddinger's tireless work
buhler
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Debra Hutjens
Diana Horvat

Sarah McMullen
Sharlene Aloise

* Edward Jr & Eleanor
Streit
* Elizabeth Park

* Shawn Green
* Steven & Cheryl Howell

* Eric Girardi

* Susan Lehosky

Gerry Prody
Laura Ryerson

Holly Lamb
JAMES BAILEY

Susan Maerz

Sweet Pup Shiloh

Thomas Eller

Caroline & Sloan

* Thomas & Carrie
Giordano-Lascari
Thomas Anderson

Shiloh

Jane Lacher

Tim McKaig

Jane Sheridan

Trace and Sylvia Chin-

* Janice Erickson

Veronica Odom
Scotch (10/21/03-12/23/17)

Jennifer Martin
* Jim Tufford

Eleanor

Texas rescue effort

* Tressa Garza-Frazier

Janie Kirk
Jared Wilkof

Bill Canney

Susan and David A.

* EVA YOUNG
Grover & Cherie Glenn

Paul and Lisa Gresh

Stella

Vickie Gordon
Will and Courtney Joslin

Cal

* William Norton

* Joan Fogarty

* William Shield

Silver Level
Contributor

In Memory / In Honor of

* Alan & Susan Witte

* Kathy Dejong

* Allene Roberts

Kenneth Black

Alpha Veterinary Clinic

Robert Ruck's Dogs

Amanda McCabe

Webster Toal

Amber Heineman
Bandit

Kimberly McQueen
Laurie Sippel
LeEtta Felter

Beatrice Latuille
Indy Ricci

* Linda Dodd-Major
* Linda Ekert

Buddy

Lisa Blystone

Charles Petty

* Lisa Marrs

Charles Inzerillo

Lisa Smith

Christy Thompson

Lori Franklin

* Danielle & Clark Bishop

Lauren Johnson and her 3
Brits!
Maya

* Darlene Watson

Dennis Harris

Lyndsey and John Richmond
* Lynn Bank

Ziggy
Twister

* Marcy Abelow

* David Dorian
Denise Baxley

Riley

Linda Joyce

Caroline McLaughlin

Dana Bratti

Ed Potter

* Lennaea Gedsell

Buhrmann@ Gilbert
* Carmen Walton

* Kerri Harris
* Kurt Morin

Barbara Miller
Brenda Gibb Moore

In Memory / In Honor of

* Kathy Carey

Alex Abalakin

Annette Ringold

Contributor

Maria Miles
Jessica Stevenson

Bob Stuempel

Martin Schwendau
Mary Moore
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Michael Malencore

Denny Phillips

Charlie O'Barley

* Donna Prout
* E. Margaret Ferguson

* Michelle Zeeman
Breeze

MLB Henry

Ed Hickey

* Nancy Latulip

* Edmond Cooley
Elaine George

Michael Morgan

Nancy Tryba
Robbie, my senior NBRAN
Brittany

Naomi Neufeld

Eliane Richards

* Nicole Billich

* Elizabeth Foster

Nicole Gustin

Frances Hauser

Carli Hauser

* Noreen & Chris Hume

Frank Annicaro
* Glen Killian

* Paulette Starkey
Beaumont

Pauline Gallie

* Gregg Widel

* Penny Doyle

* Gregory Laneve

Peter Romano

Harry Moffat
* Henry & Coley Gillis

Peter Sterenberg
Henry Gillis

* Rhonda Shephard

* Henry Hirsch

Richard Saur

* Howe Lagarde

Samantha Bloom

James & Jean Topercer

* Sandra Geisenhof

James & Lynne Young

Maxie, adopted in 2008

Sara Mehle

James Valentine

Bradley

Sarah Sniffen

Janet Hammer
* Jennifer Emch

Riley

Hardy & The Wonderful Brittanys
Moose

Shane Wade
Sophie Miller

* Jill Wells

Joan E Groom

Pinot Nilsson

* Sean Mackie

Jeremy Herrington

* Jim Falcha

Sehoy & Freckles

* Stephanie Dodge
Red Belle, Llil' Abbey, Dolly, & * Stephen Clark
Abbey
Buddy in Ohio

Susan Lippincott

Joann and Walt Jackson

* Susan Cooley

JoAnn Bianco

* Susan Patterson

* Joanne Bartolomeo

Edmund S Cooley Family

Teresa Modecki

* John & Marion Godfrey

Buckley

Teresa Weber

Hickory

* Judy Sullivan

Mickey and Mickey II

Theresa Brown

Tessa & Remey Waddle

Juliet Komisarcik
Karen ChristiansenWalker
* Karen Jones

Shiloh
Allie G

Karen Stewart
* Karen Stockwell

* Tom Barnett

Buddy in Ohio

* Vickie Levi

This gift is for Shiloh

Wendy Livie
* Wilson & Kristin Ayala

Buddy in Ohio
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Shiloh

Volunteer of the Quarter
The NBRAN Board has selected Tim and Poly Grow as the Volunteers of the Quarter.
Tim and Poly Grow of Minster, OH have been volunteers with NBRAN since 2009. To date, they have fostered countless
dogs, helped with home visits, pull dogs from shelters in urgent need and also driven transports. So to say, it is not too
often you hear the word "No" come from them when the call goes out for help. The dogs that they foster as often pretty
rough edge dogs in need of training and some have had behavioral issues as well. Let's also not forgot the heartworm
positive dogs they too have helped foster. They have even adopted a few who were just too tough to let go of or felt would
have too hard a time moving from the Grow home, because they had found their home. Tim and Polly have always given
some much love, time and attention to the dogs in their care and never asked NBRAN for anything in return, which includes
vetting costs, as the Grow’s have also paid the vetting for all their foster dogs over the past 9 years. We at NBRAN are
grateful to have them as volunteers and feel they deserve to be recognized as the volunteers of the quarter to acknowledge
all that they have given and done for our Brits in need.
———————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Coordinator of the Quarter
Coordinator of the Quarter - Lisa Vernon
The NBRAN Board of Directors has selected Lisa Vernon as the Coordinator of the Quarter. Lisa is the NBRAN coordinator
for Northern California and Arizona. Lisa is not only a stellar coordinator (including driving for hours to pick up dogs and
donating her own money to make sure we get dogs in danger off of craigslist), she has another asset that sets her apart her years of experience as a licensed vet tech. Lisa's vet experience has proven invaluable to the Western Region since she
can be called at a moments notice to help with everything from routine to extremely complicated medical issues in our
foster dogs. Lisa reviews all medical reports for the NBRAN fosters. She is adept at picking up brewing medical
issues from her review of blood work, urinalysis reports, x-rays, CT scans, etc., so that NBRAN can make the most educated
decisions possible for proceeding with treatment. She can also explain in plain English what a report means to another
coordinator or to a foster.
Lisa is very comfortable talking directly with our veterinarians to make sure we understand the complexity of our dogs
medical issues and why a vet is recommending a particular procedure or treatment plan. She regularly works with our vets
to come up with a treatment plan that makes sense not only medically, but financially for NBRAN. In difficult cases, most
vets will want to present all the options, which can be overwhelming for many coordinators. Lisa can coordinate with the
vet to present the most practical options in plain English. We have also found that because veterinarians know Lisa
understands their medical lingo, they tend to provide her with more info than they might provide to those of us not versed
in their terminology. This can help with NBRANs decision-making. The vets also quickly realize they cannot sell us the
platinum package when what we really need is a sensible plan that considers that NBRAN is a rescue.
Lisa has been very helpful to our fosters who are dealing with a foster dog with medical issues. She has made herself
available to answer their questions and make treatment recommendations that have relieved the foster's anxiety and
helped their foster dog. Although Lisa has recently retired, she is keeping up with her continuing education. She is more
accessible to all our NBRAN Regionals and Coordinators when warranted and is a great asset to our organization.
Again, congratulations to Lisa for being selected the NBRAN Coordinator of the Quarter!
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NBRAN Officers
Sue Spaid, President, sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie, VP, susanguthrie@comcast.net
William Canney, Treasurer, Qebh1977@att.net
Dave Voeltz, Secretary, dvoeltz@pie.midco.net

NBRAN Board Members
Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie susanguthrie@comcast.net
Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Gaye Bricker beaubritt2@aol.com
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net
William Canney whcanney@yahoo.com
Denise Turgeon brittsnbits@gmail.com
Chris Eddinger ceddinger@verizon.net
Lon Peck lpeck3@reagan.com
Sandra toal sandratoal18@gmail.com
Yvonne Mehlenbacherr yvonnem@geneseo.edu
Lora Smith Hawaii18797@gmail.com

Social Media Team

Kim Perez keperez00@gmail.com
Carol Chimera wolfrunbrittanys@gmail.com

RescuesGroups training or issues
Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net

Support NBRAN while doing your online
shopping. Use the link below and a portion of your
purchase is returned to NBRAN to help support the
dogs.
It costs you nothing, yet you are supporting your
organization. Please use and share the link below
today!
http://smile.amazon.com/ch/06-1624968

Do you want to share your pictures or story?
Contact Dave Voeltz at Dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
and email your story and pictures. We love
sharing your story and pictures about the
newest member of your family!

NBRAN Newsletter

Editor - Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Layout Design - Kelly Killeen kak0402@optoniline.net

Microchips

Georgene Norris georgenenbran@yahoo.com To Order
Lorraine Williams ladyhawke3099@me.com To Register

Go to www.NBRAN.ORG and see how you can become
more involved in Brittany Rescue. Foster, transport
help, financial assistance, home visits, or vet checks,
there are many ways you can help. Volunteer now and
make a difference!

Online Store

Sofia Evangelista sofevangelista@gmail.com

Transportation coordinator
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net

Intakes

Web team Development
Want to get involved? Contact us to let us know if you
would be willing to help with ideas and design.

Ombudsman
If you have a concern of any nature and
want to report it, contact Dave Voeltz at
dvoeltz@pie.midco.net for a confidential
means of doing so.

Placements

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

293
428
521
618
590
390
283
328
361
313

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

234
360
407
535
537
472
264
314
371
349

2017

296

2017

227

2018

341

2018

278

Through Mar 31
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70

Through Mar 31

45

